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ABSTRACT 

Geophysical investigations were carried out in six communities in the granitic rock formation of 

Komenda/Edina/Eguafo/Abirem (KEEA) District of the Central Region of Ghana with the aim 

of delineating groundwater potential zones, drilling the selected sites and subsequently compar-

ing the geophysical results with those of the drilling and subsequently to provide potable water 

for the beneficiary communities of the district. The geophysical methods employed included elec-

tromagnetic profiling, short resistivity profiling and resistivity sounding using the Schlumberger 

Array. The findings of the survey indicates apparent conductivity ranging between 7 mS/m and 

30 mS/m with a mean value of 10.00 mS/m ±0.02% and the apparent resistivity of the crystalline 

basement granitic rock is between 287.5 Ωm at Saaman and 2198.4 Ωm at Anwewmu-Kissi with 

a mean value of 1317.4 Ωm ±0.4%.  Out of the five (5) boreholes drilled, three(3) were success-

ful with a success rate of 60% which indicates moderate groundwater potential as it depends 

largely on fractures to enhance groundwater development. Only two sites produced dry wells at 

drilled depths of 69.0 and 76.0 m as predicted by the geophysical results. The results revealed a 

lithology that consists of laterite, clay, sandy-clay and slightly-to-highly weathered granite or 

gneiss as the regolith. Groundwater was generally found at the depth of 20.0-55.0 m. The sur-

face geophysical results were correctly validated by the drilling results which confirms geophysi-

cal exploration technique as a vital scientific tool required for borehole siting.  

INTRODUCTION 

Most rural communities and small towns in 

Ghana today depend largely on groundwater 

resource for potable water supply according to 

the report jointly issued by WHO and UNICEF 

in 2000. This has become possible as a result of 

the negative impact of mining, industrial, agri-

cultural activities and other land-use practices 

on surface water in the country in recent times. 

However, the salt infiltration from the sea into 

the groundwater system along the coastal belt 

of the country, limits the utilization of ground-

water resources in most parts of Central Region 

including KEEA (Kortatsi, 1994). According to 

Gyau-Boakye and Dapaah-Siakwan (1999), 

only 0.6% of the communities in the Central 

Region of Ghana depend on borehole facility 

for freshwater whilst about 61.8% of the com-

munities rely on stream with the rest on other 

sources.  
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Surface water is, however, highly vulnerable to 

microbial infection (e.g. guinea-worm), toxic 

chemical contamination from the mines and 

industry (e.g. cyanide), pesticides and fertilizer 

infiltration from agriculture, radiological haz-

ards and insanitary environmental effects. Ac-

cording to Cherry et al. (1975), the consump-

tion of such contaminated water is usually ac-

companied by traumatic waterborne diseases 

(e.g.: cholera, bilharzias, diarrhea, typhoid fe-

ver, etc.) and blood related diseases (e.g. leuke-

mia, hepatitis A, etc.) and the consequences on 

the victim cannot be over-emphasized. The 

vulnerability of surface water resources to con-

tamination remarkably outweighs groundwater 

resources under the same environmental condi-

tion (CIDA, 2006). KEEA District falls within 

the dry equatorial climatic regime with mean 

annual rainfall ranging between 74 -89 cm 

(Dickson and Benneh, 1988).  

The inhabitants of KEEA largely depend on 

surface water as indicated by the database of 

the KEEA District Assembly. However, selfish 

use of the surface water resources e.g. fishing 

with toxic chemicals, farming along the banks, 

inappropriate dumping of refuse and defecating 

along the banks eventually pollute the water 

bodies thereby making the water unwholesome 

for drinking. Water related diseases are there-

fore common and access to freshwater is a seri-

ous challenge in the district. As a result of the 

increase in water demand due to population 

increase over the years, the District Assembly 

constructed hand-dug wells and rainwater har-

vesting systems to mitigate the challenges of 

water shortage in the District. However, the 

water drawn from these hand-dug wells were 

rather salty and therefore they were not suitable 

for drinking as reported by the KEEA District 

Water and Sanitation Team in accordance with 

WHO (1996) standards.  

There is therefore the need to carry out geo-

physical investigations to identify suitable sites 

for the drilling of boreholes to provide potable 

water to the communities. The primary objec-

tive of this paper is to present the results of the 

geophysical exploration for groundwater in 

some beneficiary communities in the KEEA 

District. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Study area 
The KEEA District is bounded on the south by 

the Gulf of Guinea, the east by the Cape Coast 

Municipality, the north by the Twifo/Hemang/

Lower-Denkyira District and the west by the 

Mpohor-Wassa East District. Geographically, 

KEEA District is located between longitude 1o 

20’ W and 1o40’W as well as latitude 5o05’N 

and 5o15’N. The District covers an area of 

1,372.45 sq. Km, which is 13.7% of the total 

land area of the Central Region. The results of 

the 2000 Population and Housing Census indi-

cate that the rural population of KEEA, 70.3%, 

with inadequate or no supply of essential facili-

ties including potable water.  KEEA registered 

inter-censual increase of 46.5% between the 

year 1984 and 2000 and a population growth 

rate of 2.3% which makes up 7.1% out of the 

total population of the Central Regional in the 

2000 Population and Housing Census.  

KEEA District is mainly underlain by Precam-

brian geological unit consisting largely of gran-

ite and granodiorite (inland) as well as Palaeo-

zoic geological unit (Sekondian Formation) 

consisting of sandstone, grit, conglomerate, 

shale and limestone sediments along the coast 

as shown in Fig.1 (Kesse, 1985). The overbur-

den soils on the slopes of the hills are sandy-

clay while the valleys have gravely sandy col-

luviums. The granitoids, covering largely the 

lower part of Central Region including KEEA, 

is quite difficult for groundwater occurrence 

except at weathered or fractured zones and con-

tact lineaments where permeability and poros-

ity can be greatly increased to support ground-

water development (Davis, 1969). The commu-

nities in KEEA are mostly underlain by the 

granitic formation which is crystalline with 

insignificant zones of weakness.  Granite is not 

stratified but very strong and competent with a 

hardness coefficient of 18 (Kesavulu, 1993). 

The Precambrian geological unit of KEEA Dis-

trict is marked with an average borehole yield 

ranging from 2.7 m3/h to 12.7 m3/h whilst the 
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Palaeozoic geological unit (Sekondian forma-

tion) along the coast with an average borehole 

yield ranging from 3.9 m3/h to 15.6 m3/h 

(Dapaah-Siakwan and Gyau-Boakye, 2000).  

The success rate of drilling a borehole is be-

tween 59-76% with an average yield of 4.0 m3/

h tapped at an average drill-depth of 50 m.  

According to a facility map produced by the 

Geological Survey Department, KEEA District 

has very low borehole yield below 3.0 m3/h at 

the northern sector within the granitic forma-

tion whilst the coastal zone is between 3.0-5.0 

m3/h in the Sekondian formation. The ground-

water potential at KEEA District is therefore 

moderate. The groundwater abstracted from the 

existing borehole at Abeyee for instance, tastes 

salty as reported by the rural folks. The salt 

concentration in the groundwater at the Se-

kondian formation is mostly above 250 mg/l 

which reduces sharply towards inland. This is 

due to the sea-water infiltration. 

The inland zone of KEEA District is however, 

free from high chloride concentrate. The six (6) 

beneficiary communities selected have little or 

no access to freshwater supply. Most of the 

selected communities rely solely on or supple-

ment their water supply with streams and/or 

ponds. Saaman is one of the communities stud-

ied, which depends mainly on a small stream 

and a stream-fed pond for water supply. How-

ever, the water from these sources are polluted 

due to ill-practices of the inhabitants such as 

washing (clothes, cars, etc.), and bathing di-

rectly in them. Provision of borehole(s) to these 

communities would make freshwater available 

to increase access to safe source of drinking in 

order to improve the health of the inhabitants. 

Kwameta is a small community with undulating 

topography, which is located at about 2 km off 

the Cape Coast to Takoradi main road. The 

main occupation of the inhabitants is palm cul-

tivation and gari processing. The available 

sources of water supply to the community are 

hand-dug wells and a stream at about 1 km 

down a valley. Abeyee is located at a low lying 

terrain. The inhabitants depend on existing 

borehole for freshwater; however, according to 

reports received from the community, the high 

pressure on the borehole facility drives many 

people to fetch water from a hand-dug well 

which tastes salty. Anwewmu-Kissi depends on 

borehole facility for potable water. As a result 

of the high pressure on the two borehole facili-

ties available, one borehole is rendered dys-

functional and needs repairs. Many inhabitants 

have opted to use hand-dug wells to survive. 

Anwewmu-Kumasi is located on a highland 

with a stream flowing at the basement of a 

broad valley. The community depend on exist-

ing borehole for water supply, however, many 

inhabitants rely on the stream any time the 

pressure over the borehole facility increases. 

Kwabasa is a farming community, which is 

located on a highland with undulating land-

scape. The inhabitants supplement their cocoa 

and palm cultivation with small-scale gari proc-

essing for their living; however, they lack good 

drinking water. They have no choice than to 

rely on the Anikoko Stream which dries up dur-

ing harsh climatic condition. 

 

Geophysical Field Surveys 

The geophysical technique involves integration 

of electromagnetic profiling with vertical elec-

trical resistivity sounding to delineate conduc-

tive anomalous zones of low resistivity which 

are marked with relatively high primary and 

secondary porosity (Sharma, 1986). These 

zones of interest are the fractured portions of 

the basement rock which is expected to trans-

port water underground.  
 

Electromagnetic (EM) profiling  
The apparent conductivity in milli siemens-per-

metre (mS/m) or milli mhos-per-metre (m 

mhos/m) was measured directly at 10 m inter-

vals along the selected traverses using Geonics 

EM 34-3 Conductivity Meter which works un-

der the principle of electromagnetic induction 

(Dobrin, 1976). The average depth to aquifer 

within the granitic formation is 12.9 m (Darko 

and Krasny, 2000). Therefore, the 20 m inter-

coil separation cable was used which probes to 

a maximum depth of 30 m (ABEM, 2006). A 

plot of measured apparent electrical conductiv-

ity against stations is analyzed quantitatively.  
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Zones of relatively high conductivities were 

noted for further investigation using Vertical 

Electrical Sounding (VES) technique. External 

sources of noise in the data acquisition such as 

roof effect, high tension cables and buried 

metal scrapes were avoided as shown in Fig. 2, 

Fig.3 and Fig.4. 

 

Short Resistivity Profiling 

The short resistivity profiling locates points of 

minimal resistance at 2.0 m intervals within 12 

m long, which is symmetric about each poten-

tial VES point selected after EM profiling 

along the same traverse. Schlumberger elec-

trode array was used to delineate the weathered 

zone (19.0 m depth) and the bedrock (40.0 m 

depth) at 0.5 m and 5.0 m potential electrode 

positions respectively. Short profiling therefore 

helps to locate better points for sounding in the 

close neighborhood of the selected point which 

could otherwise have been ignored by the EM 

profiling at difficult formations (CIDA, 2006).  

At Kwabasa for instance, VES-B112 instead of 

station 110 m along traverse-B, VES-C0 and 

VES-C110 along traverse-C were selected for 

further investigation. Six (6) potential VES 

points were selected per community after con-

ducting short resistivity profiling in each com-

munity. 

Vertical Electrical Sounding 

Vertical Electrical Sounding (VES) was carried 

out at the selected points using ABEM Terram-

eter SAS 1000C equipment which has high 

sensitivity and standard resolution. The main 

function of the ABEM Terrameter SAS 1000C 

equipment is to determine the resistivity varia-

tion with depth by measuring the resistance of 

the rock to compute the apparent resistivity of 

the sub-surface. The Symmetrical-Schlum-

Fig 1: Location map of KEEA District showing geology and project sites 
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berger array was employed in the survey to a 

maximum of 83 m spread at each selected point 

and the field data of standard deviation in the 

order of 10-2% was recorded and plotted in-situ 

on pre-designed logarithmic chart. For quality 

control to enhance the success rate in the drill-

ing activity, six (6) VES points per community 

were selected for further investigation and ex-

isting boreholes (eg: Borehole No. 151-BU1 at 

Abeyee) in the neighbourhood were calibrated 

to assess the aquifer regime and the groundwa-

ter potential at the local hydrogeological unit. 

In the calibration process, VES measurements 

at the location of the existing boreholes were 

recorded to serve as a guide in the selection of 

the borehole drilling point.  

Borehole Drilling 

Drilling proceeded with the sub-surface geo-

physical results as a guide to compare the geo-

physical and the drilling results.  The boreholes 

were drilled by T.B.L Resource Drilling Com-

pany Ltd with a rig equipped with rotary top 

head drive and down-the–hole hammer bit of 

diameter 165 mm to carry out air circulation. 

During the drilling process, rock samples were 

examined for logging at regular intervals of 1 m 

depth whilst the relatively hard underlying 

rocks were consistently hammered till apprecia-

ble depth of borehole was obtained.   

In accordance with the CWSA Standard of Ru-

ral Water Supply Proiect (RWSP), drilled bore-

hole is considered successful if the yield is at 

least 13 lpm. Below 13 lpm, however, the bore-

hole is marginal and/or dry which should be 

abandoned provided there is alternative source 

of water available. The drill yield of successful 

boreholes was determined and dry boreholes 

were abandoned at 70 m depth.  The successful 

boreholes were then developed for at least 2 

hours after the construction with appropriate 

uPVC to the desired length with screens located 

at the aquifer horizon for perpetual seepage of 

groundwater into the borehole. The screens 

were back-filled with gravel of standard grain 

sizes (about 0.5 cm thick) and topped–up with 

cement slurry to complete the borehole con-

struction profile.  

Data analysis 

The apparent conductivity measurements in the 

vertical dipole (VD) and horizontal dipole (HD) 

modes of the EM Profiles were plotted on the 

same axes in a spreadsheet for easy correlation. 

Points were considered for VES where VD-

value was relatively high and also greater than 

HD-value. Background noise due to roof, high 

tension cables, buried metals were minimized. 

The selected points were verified with VES 

using the Schlumberger array. The VES data 

were analyzed using RESIST Software to ob-

tain modeled curves showing the available beds 

and their corresponding thickness and apparent 

resistivity.   

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Electromagnetic (EM) Profiling  

In most communities under study, the HD and 

the VD values of conductivities ranged from 

7.0-30.0 m mho m-1.  At Saaman, a total of 760 

m long traverse was marked to delineate HD 

and VD responses which generally varied in 

unison within 8-19 m mho m-1 with exceptional 

peaks of conductive anomaly such as pro-

nounced fracture and background noise. A re-

markable critical point of interest in a close 

neighborhood of station 60 m of traverse B has 

VD  response measuring  as high as 30m mho 

m-1. Four critical points were identified at 

Saaman for further investigation. A control 

point, S1, which is located near the stream-

course was considered for vertical electrical 

sounding to compare results with the VES data 

collected. This was done to assess the extent of 

fracture development in the terrain. The points 

identified were subjected to short resistivity 

profiling for a refined anomalous point. 64 m-

station instead of 60 m and 106 m-station rather 

than station 100 m along traverse-A (Fig. 2b), 

58 m-station instead of station 60 m and 130 m-

station along traverse-B were obtained for ver-

tical electrical sounding in order to select the 

best drilling site. At Kwameta, four traverses of 

total length of 1210 m were selected for profil-

ing. The profiles were strategically aligned per-

pendicular to the flow of the stream to intercept 

possible fractures whilst traverses B and C 
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were crossed to confirm the responses.  The 

conductivity of the sub-surface falls within 7-

14 m mho m-1 except few critical points which 

gave a signal of fractured zones. These points 

were identified for further probing. The peaks 

selected were subjected to scrutiny by conduct-

ing short resistivity profiling. Thus, VES-A34, 

VES-A94 and VES-170 were marked along 

traverse A as shown in Fig.2a. At Abeyee, four 

mutually intersecting traverses were selected 

for electromagnetic profiling. The conductivity 

response varied between 7.0-15.0 m mho m-1 

with multiple peaks of weak anomalous zones. 

After performing short resistivity profiling on 

selected prominent peaks better anomalous 

points were obtained. VES-A32 on traverse A, 

VES-B24 on traverse B, VES-C8 on traverse C 

(Fig.3a) and VES-D4 on traverse D were lo-

cated for vertical electrical sounding. At An-

wewmu-Kissi, three traverses of 920 m long 

were selected for electromagnetic profiling. 

The conductivity varied between 5-17 m mho 

m-1. Fig 4b shows continual reduction of con-

ductivity responses between 80-210 m of trav-

erse B, depicts the presence of thin overburden 

as well as poorly weathered bedrock with micro 

fractures. The terrain is expected to have low 

groundwater potential. At Anwewmu-Kumasi, 

three traverses of total length 840 m was se-

lected for electromagnetic profiling. The con-

ductivity responses stabilized within close 

range of 8-14m mho m-1 except few out-

Fig 2: Typical EM response curves in Kwameta and Saaman 
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standing peaks of weak anomalous zones in the 

terrain.  The selected points were taken through 

short resistivity profiling to obtain better points. 

VES-A0, VES-A54 and VES-A168 on traverse

-A as well as VES-B32 and VES-B74 on trav-

erse-B were considered for vertical electrical 

sounding (Fig. 3b). At Kwabasa, three traverse-

lines of 920 m long were selected for electro-

magnetic profiling. The conductivity distribu-

tion in the area stabilized within a close range 

of 7-13 m mho m-1 with exception of few out-

standing peaks on traverse-A which gave con-

ductivity response of 26 m mho m-1. Generally, 

the response indicates micro fracturing of the 

basement rock with thin overburden, which is 

expected to lower groundwater potential of the 

area. Short resistivity profiling was carried out 

to selected VES-A204, VES-A318 and VES-

A290 along traverse A; VES-B112 on traverse 

B and VES-C0 and VES-C110 on traverse C 

(see Fig.4a). Generally, the EM response indi-

cates low fracturing of the basement rock with 

possible shallow overburden which might lead 

to low groundwater potential at Kwabasa. The 

HD and VD values alternate within close mar-

gin except traverse C where VD crossed-over 

HD values.  

Fig 3: Typical EM response curves in Abeyee and Anwewmu-Kumasi 

(b) EM Response Curve along traverse-B at Kwabasa at Anwewmu-Kumasi 

(a) EM Response Curve along traverse-C at Abeyee 
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Fig 4: Typical EM response curves in Kwabasa and Anwewmu-Kissi 

Community Existing Water Source Topsoil 
Conductivity (m mho m-1) 

Range Average 

Saaman Stream, Dugout pond Laterite 8-30 11.5 

Kwameta HDW, Stream Clay 7-19 9.3 

Abeyee BH, HDW (saline) Sandy clay 7-15 10.2 

Anwewmu-Kissi BH, HDW Sandy clay 7-17 11.4 

Anwewmu-Kumasi BH, Stream Sandy clay 8-28 10.6 

Kwabasa Stream Sandy clay 7-26 9.2 

Table 1: Conductivity trend of some selected communities in the KEEA District 

(a) EM Response Curve along traverse-C at Kwabasa 

(b) EM Response Curve along traverse-B at Kwabasa at Anwewmu-Kissi 
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The granitic rock formation is marked with 

moderate conductivity as shown in Table 1. 

The terrain is therefore quite difficult since it is 

marked with less secondary porosity.  

 

Vertical Electrical Sounding (VES) 

At Abeyee, three (3) potential borehole points 

were selected and ranked where station C08 

(altitude = 57 m amsl) emerged outstanding 

with three layers of rock and the point is lo-

cated at 57 m above mean sea level. The topsoil 

is lateritic with clay patches of 5.1 m thick and 

resistivity of 561.7 Ωm. The second layer is 

19.8 m thick and resistivity of 68.6 Ωm which 

is expected to be highly weathered granite and 

water bearing zone. The third layer is extended 

with resistivity of 1054.8 Ωm indicating 

slightly fractured-to-fresh granite. The borehole 

should be drilled to about 50 m depth to inter-

cept all micro-fractures and the water bearing 

zone. The simulation curve as shown in Fig.5a 

compares favourably with that of the existing 

boreholes. At Anwewmu-Kissi, Station B14 

(altitude = 62 m amsl) was selected for test 

drilling among five potential points. The top 

layer is sandy-clay of resistivity 428.2 Ωm of 

0.6 m thick. The middle bed is 13.6 m thick 

with lower resistivity of 126.1 Ωm, which is 

indicates the aquifer zone. The third layer of 

2198.4Ωm resistivity is expected to be compe-

tent fresh rock (Fig.6a). At Anwewmu-Kumasi, 

Station B74 (altitude = 42 m amsl) was selected 

for test drilling. Three layers were revealed 

with a layer of relatively low apparent resistiv-

ity =111.7 Ωm and thickness =20.2 m sand-

wiched between two higher resistivity media. 

The top layer of sandy-clay material is 3.9 m 

thick with apparent resistivity of 1151.1 Ωm. 

The third bed is extended to the fresh bedrock 

with resistivity of 1365.8 Ωm. The aquifer zone 

is expected to be located in the middle bed and 

the third bed.  The aquifer horizon of point B74 

is weathered more than the existing borehole. 

Drilling a borehole at point B74 is expected to 

produce higher groundwater yield than the ex-

isting borehole. At Kwabasa (Fig.7a), four lay-

ers were revealed at point C110 with generally 

high resistivity. The top layer is laterite of 

thickness = 2.7 m and resistivity = 485.9 Ωm 

whilst the second layer is 3.2 m thick and resis-

tivity of 1057.1 Ωm which overlies a bed of 

24.0 m thick and resistivity of 251.9 Ωm. The 

fourth bed has high resistivity of 1667.6 Ωm 

and extended to the fresh basement rock. At 

Kwameta (Fig.7b), four (4) beds were revealed 

at Station A34 which is located in lowland ter-

rain of about 36 m above mean sea level. The 

top layer is laterite (sandy-clay and gravel) of 

0.7 m thick and resistivity of 241.6 Ωm. The 

second layer is 2.4 m thick of resistivity 853.7 

Ωm which might be moderately decomposed 

granite whilst the third bed of 7.0 m thick has 

resistivity of 199.9 Ωm showing highly decom-

posed granite which enhances groundwater 

flow to the reservoir. The fourth bed is slightly 

weathered with resistivity of 1331.6 Ωm and 

extended to the fresh basement granite. The 

modeled curve (Fig.7b) shows a prominent 

fracture at 15 m depth serving as the water 

bearing zone, however, drilling should cease at 

20 m depth if the yield of water obtained is not 

encouraging.  Fig.8 shows the curves on the 

calibration of existing boreholes at Abeyee and 

Anwewmu-Kissi which follow similar trend as 

those obtained in the survey. KEEA District is 

generally underlain by three (3) layers with the 

aquifer horizon expected to be located within 

the second bed and the bedrock. The average 

resistivity and thickness of the top layer is 

498.3 Ωm ±0.4% and 2.3 m respectively. The 

altitudes of the selected borehole points are 

between 57 - 76 m above mean sea level. The 

recommended drill depth for a borehole is esti-

mated between 50-60 m with an average depth 

of 55 m (Annex 1). 

Error analysis 

According to Keary and Brooks (1984), 

the effective depth of probe (z) as 

against background noise of the Geonics 

EM 34-3 Conductivity Meter is given as  

z  100(f)-½  and  sz
2
3 for vertical 

dipole orientation (VD), where σ is apparent 
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Fig 5: VES Curves at the selected test drill-

ing points in Abeyee and Saaman 

Fig 6: VES Curves at the selected test drill-

ing points in Anwewmu-Kissi and An-

wewmu-Kumasi 

conductivity, f is frequency and s is the separa-

tion between the transmitter and the receiver. 

For the 20m separation cable; s=20m, f=1.6 

kHz and σ = 6.25z2. The random error in σ is  

implies that Δσ = ±0.0021 m mhos/m. The per-

centage limit of uncertainty in σ = ±0.02%. 

The ABEM Terrameter SAS 1000C measures 

resistance of rock to determine its apparent 

resistivity, ρa = kR, where k = geometric factor 

and R = resistance of rock. The propagated 

error in ρa is given as Δρa = kΔR. Considering 

VES-A34 in Kwameta, the current and poten-

tial electrode positions of 40 m and 0.5 m re-

spectively recorded R = 0.133 Ω for k = 5026 

rad to obtain ρa = 668.46 Ωm.  If the absolute 

expressed as  .2
z
z 

 If the average ap-

parent conductivity recorded in Table 1, 

σ=10.37 m mhos/m with a standard deviation 

of the mean as ±0.37 m mhos/m, z = 30 m for  

VD and Δz= ±0.005 m, then  
41000.2  
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Fig 7: VES Curves at the selected test drill-

ing points in Kwabasa and Kwameta 

Fig 8: VES Curves at the existing boreholes 

in Anwewmu-Kissi and Abeyee 

error in R; ΔR = ±0.0005 Ω then Δρa = ±2.513 

Ωm. The percentage error in ρa is 0.38% 

(~0.4%), which is within the precision of the 

device (ie: better than ±0.5%). The average 

apparent resistivity of the weathered zone is 

112 Ωm at a standard deviation of ±30% from 

the mean whereas the average bedrock resistiv-

ity is 856.65 Ωm at a standard deviation of 

±25% from the mean. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The drilling results were to confirm the predic-

tions from the geophysical interpretation. The 

results obtained from the test drilling were in-

terpreted to establish the correlation between 

the geophysical and drilling results. Five (5) 

communities in KEEA District were test 

drilled. The overburden consisted mainly of 

sandy-clay. Air rotary drilling method was em-

ployed throughout the test drilled boreholes. In 
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all situations the bedrock was partly weathered 

and fresh. The weathered overburden contrib-

uted to the groundwater development in KEEA. 

For instance, the granite of Kwabasa and An-

wewmu-Kissi is slightly weathered and there-

fore has very low groundwater potential. At 

Abeyee, station-C08 was drilled with 10½ inch 

rock bit up to 14 m depth to bedrock and then 

continued with 6½ʺ rock bit to 51 m depth of 

borehole. Seven layers of three main rock 

masses were intercepted with lithological se-

quence including laterite (0-5 m), clay (5-8 m), 

sandy-clay (8-14 m), highly weathered granite 

(14-23 m), semi-weathered granite (23-27 m), 

weathered granite (27-33 m), and fresh granite 

(33-51 m). The aquifer zones occurred between 

20-26 m, 32-38 m and 44-50 m, which yielded 

water at the rate of 37 lpm. The borehole was 

constructed with uPVC casing whose backfilled 

materials were cement, gravel and fine sand to 

allow infiltration of freshwater into the bore-

hole (Annex 2). The granitic formation gener-

ally consists of three (3) main layers of laterite, 

sandy-clay and granite. The topsoil is mainly 

laterite of about 4 m thick whilst the bedrock is 

granite showing different degrees of weather-

ing. Thus, the granitic basement has about three 

sub-beds of different levels of decompositions 

(i.e. highly weathered granite, moderately 

weathered granite and fresh granite). The depth 

to bedrock ranges between 14-24 m with an 

average depth to bedrock of 19 m. The aquifer 

zone occurs within the weathered zone of the 

bedrock with a yielding capacity ranging be-

tween 15-190 lpm. The success rate of tapping 

groundwater from the KEEA District aquifers 

is 60% owing to the two dry wells drilled at 

Kwabasa and Anwewmu-Kissi. The drill yield 

of the successful boreholes ranged between 

15.0-190.0 lpm. The lowest yield of 15.0 lpm at 

Anwewmu-Kumasi was basically due to the 

existence of a 19 m thick layer of clay which is 

impervious to water infiltration. At Saaman, 

however, the country rock-type favours infiltra-

tion of surface water and runoff. Thus, the 4.0 

m thick topsoil is laterite with sandy patches 

which is quite permeable and the gneiss base-

ment is decomposed and highly weathered 

which enhances groundwater development and 

recharge. A high yield of 190.0 lpm was there-

fore recorded. The average depth of the suc-

cessful boreholes was 54 m within a range of 

51-61 m depth. The deepest well of 61.0 m was 

drilled at Anwewmu-Kumasi and the shallow-

est well of 51 m depth was drilled at Saaman 

and Abeyee. At Kwabasa on the other hand, the 

borehole was abandoned after making unsuc-

cessful attempt of drilling 76.0 m depth whilst a 

depth of 69.0 m was drilled at Anwewmu-Kissi 

but the yield obtained was far below Commu-

nity Water and Sanitation Agency (CWSA) 

acceptable standard of 13.0 lpm and therefore 

was considered as dry borehole (Table 2).  The 

success rate of the drilling program was 60% as 

shown in Table 3. 

 

Correlation of Geophysical and Drilling  

Results 

Table 4 validates the geophysical results with 

the drilling results to declare the degree of cor-

relation between them. Even though geophysi-

Community BH ID 
Borehole 

depth (m) 

Depth-to- 

bedrock  

(m) 

Aquifer  

horizon 
(m) 

Status 
Yield 
(lpm) 

Geology 

Saaman SAA-01 51 8 39-48 successful 190 Gneiss 

Abeyee ABA-01 51 14 20-26, 32-38, 44-50 successful 37 Granite 

Anwewmu-Kumasi AKS-01 61 19 48-60 successful 15 Granite 

Kwabasa - 76 28 - dry - Granite 

Anwewmu-Kissi - 69 4 - dry - Granite 

Total 
Average 
Range 

306 73     242   

62 15     81   

51-76 4-28     15-190   

Table 2: Drilling results 
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cal analysis cannot estimate the yield, it is ca-

pable of estimating the number of layers to 

intercept, the depth to bedrock, aquifer horizon, 

and the lithology based on the resistivity varia-

tions to serve as a guide to test drilling. The 

size of the drilling bit was usually changed 

from the 10½ inch bit or 8½ inch rock bit to 6½ 

inch bit prior to intercepting the fresh basement 

rock. At Kwabasa, geophysical result indicated 

29.9 m depth to bedrock and the test drilling 

also recorded 28.0 m to the weathered base-

ment rock and 32.0 m to the fresh bedrock as 

shown in Table 4. According to Table 5, the 

topsoil is made up of 11.0 m thick and the drill-

ing bit was changed at 18.0 m depth. This 

means that a negligible thickness (about 7.0 m) 

of the bedrock was actually weathered which 

does not favour groundwater flow. The bore-

hole therefore was dry and abandoned. A simi-

lar situation occurred in Anwewmu-Kissi. The 

number of layers obtained from the geophysical 

analysis (Table 5) was not exactly the same as 

that obtained from the drilling logs in most 

cases due to the ambiguities existing among the 

adjoining beds. For special situations, the prod-

uct or ratio of the thickness-to-resistivity of the 

neighbouring beds is the same. Thus, the shape 

of the simulation curve will not be altered and 

the beds are said to be equivalent from the geo-

physical point of view (Sharma, 1986). The 

drilling log of Abeyee for instance gave seven 

(7) layers but the geophysical investigation 

showed three (3) layers. The first layer of about 

5 m thick was isolated by both the geophysical 

analysis and drilling whilst the second layer 

was an aggregate of 3 sub-layers consisting of 

clay, sandy-clay and highly weathered granite 

because they are equivalent beds (Table 5). The 

third layer deduced from the geophysics con-

sidered the semi-weathered, weathered and 

fresh granite to be equivalent. Moreover, the 

aquifer horizon predicted from the geophysical 

interpretation conformed to the water bearing 

zone intercepted during the drilling process. At 

Abeyee for instance, the water bearing zone of 

20.0 – 50.0 m (Table 5) was obtained from the 

drilling process to confirm the interpretation of 

the geophysical analysis. Generally, geophysi-

cal interpretations give vivid and adequate in-

formation to explore the sub-surface resources 

of the earth to make way for the necessary ex-

ploitation to be carried out with minimal uncer-

tainties provided suitable geophysical tech-

niques are deployed to delineate borehole drill-

District 
Hydrogeological 

Unit 

Rock 
Type 

Boreholes 
Drilled 

Successful 

Boreholes 

Success Rate 
(%) 

KEEA Granite Granite/Gneiss 5 3 60 

Table 3: Success rate of borehole drilling at KEEA District 

Community 
VES 
Point 

No. of Layers Depth to Bedrock (m) Aquifer Horizon (m) 

Geophy. 
Interpret 

Borehole 
Drilling 

Geophysical 
Interpretation 

Borehole Drilling Geophysical 

Interpretation 
(Estimated) 

Borehole 
Drilling 

Over-
burden 

Fractured 
bedrock 

Saaman 
A64 

5 6 11.2 8.0 24.0 40.0-60.0 41.0-51.0 

Kwabasa 
C10 

4 4 29.9 11.0 18.0 - - 

Anwewmu-
Kissi B14 

3 4 14.2 4.0 14.0 - - 

Abeyee 
C08 

3 7 24.9 14.0 14.0 20.0-50.0 20.0-50.0 

Anwewmu-
Kumasi 

B174 4 5 24.1 18.0 32.0 20.0-40.0 50.0-55.0 

Table 4: Comparison between drilling and geophysical results 
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Community VES Pt 
Drilling Log Geophysics 

Lithology 
Thickness 

(m) 
Resistivity 

(±2.5 Ωm) 
Thickness 

(m) 
Layer 

Anwewmu- 

Kissi 
B14 

Laterite 0 - 4 428.2 0.6 1 

126.1 
  

13.6 
  

2 Decomposed Granite 4 - 10 

Weathered  Granite 10 - 17 

2,198.4 - 3 
Fresh granite 17 - 69 

Saaman A64 

Laterite 0 - 4 
121.3 0.8 1 

65.7 2.4 2 

Sandy-Clay 4 - 8 57.6 4.2 3 

Decomposed Gneiss 8 - 18 
56.3 

3.8 
4 

287.5 - 5 

Highly weathered 

Gneiss 
18 - 24 

Slightly to moderately 

weathered Gneiss 
24 - 33 

Fresh Gneiss 

(fractured at 41 m) 
33 - 51 

  

Abeyee C08 

Laterite  0 - 5 561.7 5.1 1 

Clay 5 - 8 

68.6 
  

19.8 
  

2 

Sandy-Clay 8 - 14 

Highly weathered 

Granite 
14 - 23 

Semi-weathered Gran-

ite 
23 - 27 

Weathered Granite 27 - 33 
1054.8 - 3 

Fresh Granite 33 - 51 

Anwewmu-

Kumasi 
B174 

Laterite  0 - 3 
1151.1 3.9 1 

Sandy-Clay 3 - 18 
111.7 20.2 2 

Moderately weathered 

Granite 
18 - 26 

1365.0 - 3 
Slightly weathered 

Granite 
26 - 32 

Fresh Granite with 

quartz vein 
32 - 61 

Table 5:  Correlating lithology of geophysics and the drilling results 
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ing points. Thus, geophysical interpretation and 

drilling results perfectly correlate. 

 

CONCLUSION 
After extensive geophysical exploration for 

groundwater within the granitic rock formation 

of the study area (KEEA) using integrated geo-

physical techniques involving EM and VES, 

the predictions declared were validated with the 

drilling results.  

The apparent conductivity ranges between 7 

mS/m and 30 mS/m with an average value of 

10.00 mS/m ±0.02% and the apparent resistiv-

ity of the basement granitic rock is between 

287.5 Ωm at Saaman and 2198.4 Ωm at An-

wewmu-Kissi with an average value of 1317.4 

Ωm ±0.4%.   

The communities are located on an average of 

three (3) beds except Saaman and Abeyee 

which have six (6) and seven (7) respectively 

according to both geophysical sub-surface 

analysis and the drilling results. 

The weathered overburden zone in the forma-

tions consists of laterite, clay, sandy-clay and 

slightly-to-highly weathered bedrock which 

includes granite or gneiss. 

The depth to bedrock varies between 4.0-28.0 

m with an average depth of 15.0 m whilst the 

depth to aquifer ranges between 18.0-50.0 m in 

the KEEA District. 

The success rate of tapping water from the aq-

uifer of the district is 60%. This indicates that 

the basement rock formation has moderate 

groundwater potential since it depends largely 

on fractures to enhance groundwater develop-

ment. 

The potential yield of groundwater ranges be-

tween 15-190 lpm with an average yield of 81 

lpm.  

The deepest well is borehole no. AKS-01 of 

Anwewmu-Kumasi (depth = 61 m).  

Two (2) dry boreholes were obtained at Kwa-

basa and Anwewmu-Kissi after drilling to 76.0 

m and 69.0 m depth respectively. The results of 

the study indicate that integrating a number of 

geophysical techniques improves the success 

rate of borehole drilling in hard rock aquifers.  
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Community VES Point Layer ρ (Ωm) Thickness (m) Depth (m) 
Location 

(GPS Coord.) 

Abeyee 

C08 

1 

2 

3 

561.7 

68.6 

1054.8 

5.1 

19.8 

- 

5.1 

24.9 

- 

5.14475N 
1.48110W 

Existing 

BH 
(151-BU1) 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

54.4 

25.3 

58.1 
13.6 

724.5 

0.6 

0.8 

1.7 
5.5 

- 

0.6 

1.4 

3.1 
8.6 

- 

5.14469N 

1.48072W 

Saaman A64 

1 
2 

3 

4 
5 

121.3 
65.7 

57.6 

56.3 
287.5 

0.8 
2.4 

4.2 

3.8 
- 

0.8 
3.2 

7.4 

11.2 
- 

5.19822N 
1.40401W 

Anwewmu- 

Kissi 

B14 
1 
2 

3 

428.2 
126.1 

2198.4 

0.6 
13.6 

- 

0.6 
14.2 

- 

5.14741N 

1.55809W 

Existing 
BH 

(141-BU1) 

1 
2 

3 

57.1 
25.2 

512.8 

0.9 
7.4 

- 

0.9 
8.3 

- 

5.14579N 

1.55695W 

Anwewmu- 

Kumasi 

B74 

1 

2 

3 

1151.1 

111.7 

1365. 

3.9 

20.2 

- 

3.9 

24.1 

- 

5.15630N 
1.58052W 

Existing 
Borehole 

1 

2 

3 

194.8 

70.2 

286.1 

0.5 

3.6 

- 

0.5 

4.1 

- 

5.15562N 
1.55086W 

Kwabasa C110 

1 

2 

3 
4 

485.9 

1057.1 

251.9 
1667.6 

2.7 

3.2 

24.0 
- 

2.7 

5.9 

29.9 
- 

5.13246N 

1.57998W 

Kwameta A34 

1 

2 

3 
4 

241.4 

854.6 

199.8 
1331.1 

0.7 

2.4 

7.0 
- 

0.7 

3.1 

10.1 
- 

5.12756N 

1.57493W 

ANNEX 1: VES Results, KEEA District  
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Cleaning duration:

Air lift yield:

Coductivity:

BOREHOLE   PROFILE

Depth (m)

Remarks:

Supervision: _________________________

             ________________________

Drilling Contractor:

Begining of Drilling:

Depth

in meters

End of Drilling:

Depth:

Drilled:

Final:

Bed rock:

Drilling
type and
diameter

Rig Type:

Region:

P.V..C. Casing:

Plain pipes:

Screen pipes:

Slot size:

Technical Profile Time for
one rod
min/4.5m

Water
strikes
lpm

S W L:

Town:

Site:

District:

Date:

Drawn by:

Z:

Gravel pack:

Size:

Type:

Volume:

GEOLOGY

Log Description

Borehole number:

Borehole code:

Town code:

Coordinates:

Y:

X:
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ANNEX 2: Borehole construction profile at Abeyee, KEEA District 
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